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Ailey II, Lincoln Center, Fort Collins, March 6, 2006. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Men’s dance took center stage when the Ailey II dance company came to the Lincoln Center on 

March 6 as part of the Dance Series. A large part of the program- six continuous pieces- was 

devoted to spotlighting the male dancers who worked solo and in combinations. This served to 

establish a tone for the rest of the show that, despite including women dancers, could be defined 

as male as well. Or maybe it’s just that the Ailey style suits the physicality of males so well that 

it seemed to be gender oriented. 

 

Throughout the evening, dancers of both sexes applied themselves to a style of dance that must 

demand plenty from them physically. Every movement seemed to be just slightly exaggerated or 

extended, but also very smooth and precise. This was typified by two pieces. The first, 

“Mourner’s Bench,” was a solo performed by Marcus Willis with arms not just reaching up, but 

thrust up in wide arcs, making the one dancer seem larger. The second was the solo showstopper 

featuring Gregory Sinacori, “Takedeme.” While recording artist Sheila Chandra produced rapid 

fire vocal sounds over the p.a., Sinacori created rapid fire movements, connected by sinuous 

writhing.  

 

All of this then came together in the dramatic and intense group piece- featuring six male 

dancers- “The Hunt,” combining primal tribal costuming, raucous percussion music and those 

big, wide but quick movements for the single most arresting piece of the night. 

 

The final section of the concert- “Revelations”- was supported by raw gospel recordings which 

helped underscore the athletic Ailey style with a consistent urgency. After “The Hunt,” the final 

sequence with stylized period costuming and parasols- “Move. Members. Move.”- seemed kind 

of quaint, but company members matched the urgency of the music with urgent Ailey physical 

movements- layers of body riffs filling the stage. The result was an appreciation for the hard 

work Ailey company members- male and female alike- must put in to not only keep up with the 

rigors of the choreography, but to also turn it into artifice.  


